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ABSTRACT The anisotropic electromagnetic features of a grain-

aligned YBa_Cu;O bulk sample derived from a process of long-time

partial melt growth were investigated by the measurements of d.c.

magnetization ( at 77 k ) and a.c. susceptibiqity as a function of

temperature, with the fields applied parallel and perpendicular to

the c axis, respectively. The extended Bean mode] was further

studied and applied to explain the experimental results. Upon

comparison of the 9rain-aqigned sample with pure single crysta]

materials, it is concluded that because of the existence of more

effective pinning sites in the grain-aligned sample, not onqy its

critical current density perpendicular to the c a×is is improved,

but the one parallel to the c axis is improved even more

significantly. The anisotropy in the criticaR current densities in

the grain-aiigned sample at 77 K _s at least one to two orders of

magnitude smaller than in the pure sing!e crystal. The measurement

of anisotroy of s.c. susceptib!]ity as a function of temperature,

especia]]_ _ its imaginary part, shows that there are still some
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residues of interlayer weak links in the grain-aligned samples, but

they are quite different from and far less serious than the weak

links in the sintered samples.

1. INTRODUCTION

It has already been found that the single crystal YBa;CusO>

superconductors have strong anisotropy in electromagnetic

features. " However, for bulk samples produced exclusively by

solid-state sintering ( SSS ), a macroscopic electromagnetic

anisotropy cannot be specified because of the random orientations

of the grains and the weak links between the grains.- Recently,

however, several new methods to make the bulk YBa:Cu:Oj. . sample, such

as the methods of partial melt growth under temperature gradient,

long-time partial melt growth without temperature gradient,'" and

melt quenching fo] lowed by partial melt growth, have been

developed. With these methods it is now possible to cause the

grains in the polycrystalline bulk sample to gro_ to a large size

and to produce an al igned layer structure with the layers

overlapping along their c axis. The current study focuses on the

electromagnetic anisotropy of such grain-aligned ( GA ) YBa:Cu_O

bulk samples. This study is very important for the further

understanding of the superconductivity of such materiais and for

the design of devices based on their use.

The measurement ot: d.c. magnetizatior, has beet_ _idely used to



investigate the average effect of the pinnlr, g forces ir, type-D

superconductors." Characterization of the hysteresis loop permits

calculation of the critical current density as a function of the

applied field, especially in high field, based on Bean's model,

whenever the proper dimension of the superconducting structure can

be specified. The measurement of the complex a.c. susceptibility as

a function of the temperature and the applied field may offer more

detailed information about inhomogeneity and coupling effects in

superconductivity," " and some theoretical models of a.c.
1"_4_

susceptibility are also presented " But the anisotropic effects

in bull samples are always neglected in these studies.

In this paper we present the measurements of the d.c.

magnetization at 77 K and the a.c. susceptibility as a function of

temperature, with the applied magnetic field parallel or

perpendicular to the c axis of the GA sample. In order to make use

of Bean's model in fitting the results obtained for this bulk

sample we further studied the extended form of this model. 2" It wil t

be shown that this further study is helpful in understanding the

electromagnetic anisotropy of GA YBa.Cu_O bulk superconductors.

.- . EXPERIMENTAL

The GA '{Ba. Cu:O bulk samples were prepared by a method ver:

simi_,ar to the one of long-time partial melt growth. ''_ According to

this method a pre-simtered YBa.Cu.C d_sc with a diameter of _0 mm
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was rapidly heated to a temperature of about 1,100 :C and held for

20 min to form a mixture of YtBaCuO=and a liquid phase. It was

then rapidly cooled to 1,040 :C, followed by cooling at a rate of

1 _C/hr to 970 :C to induce the peritectic conversion to YBa2Cug;.

It was then slowly cooled down to a temperature between 600 - 400

:C under oxygen to complete the tetragonal - orthorhombic phase

transition. The SSS sample was made by sintering at 960 K for 24

hours followed by the same cooling process as the one used with the

GA sample.

SEN studies :" show that the GA sample oh:ained according to the

method detailed above consists of various domains, which may range
t

in size up to appro.imately 3x3x4 mm'. Within each-, domain, the

grains are layer-shaped w4th an average tb, ickress of about 12 urn.

Tile YBa.Cu.O layers which are parallel to the ab plane, are

densely packed along tr_e common c a×_s of t!-ei_ particular domain.

One large domain was chosen and ...._u_ to proc_ce a cube with an edge

dimension of 1.8 mm while making sure that one of the principal

axes of the cube matches the c axis.

The d.c. magnetization was measured using a PA.RC vibrating

sample magnetometer ,ith the applied field either parallel to the

c a:-is or perpendicular to the c axqs. The sample was cooled to 77

K in zero field, and data were obtained as the field changed in

i_qcrements of 20 Oe fo_ the virgi,_ magnetizatic'q curves, and 100 Oe

for the rest. After each field increment, measurements were take_

with a 2-minute delay to allow the sampl= to reach _r;e critical

state.-
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The a.c. susceptibility was measured using a modified Hartshorn

type a.c. mutual inductance bridge. .... The a.c. bridge was

calibrated to yield the real part of the a.c. susceptibility 4KZ'

= 0 and the imaginary part 4GZ" = 0 by balancing the bridge at 105

K; and to yield 4_Z' = -1 by cooling the GA sample to 77 K with a

low a.c. field ( 0.05 Oe ) parallel to the c axis. We believe this

is a reasonable approximation since the 4_Z' curve has already

become very flat after the temperature drops below 85 K. The

measurements were carried out with different applied fields which

were either parallel or perpendicular to the c axis, while the

temperature was lowered at a rate of 10 :C/hr. For all these

measurements, the frequency of the applied fields was fixed at 45

Hz.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1Anisotropic d.c. magnetization

For the GA YBa:Cu;O x bulk sample, the results of measurement of

the d.c. magnetization after the correction of the demagnetizing

effect are shown in Fig. i. From the hysteresis loops, with a

maximum applied field H_:, = 11 kOe and at T=77 K, the remnant

magnetization M, values are 61 and t6.5 emu/cm _, and the widths of

the hysteresis loops, &M, at a field 8 kOe, are 78 and 7.5 emu/cm S,

in the cases of the applied field being parallel or perpendicular



to the c axis, respectively. However, in the case of the sintered

YBa2Cu;O x samples at T=77 K, Mr hardly reaches I emu/cm 3 and &M is of

the order of 0.01 emu/cm ! at H=8 kOe. ';'2S The reason for this

dramatic difference between the GA sample and the SSS sample may be

qualitatively explained by Bean's model. Based on this model, the

magnetization curve is mainly correlated to the critical current

density J. and the effective thickness d e of the sample, i.e., as

e×pressed by,

aM- J:d ( )

where c is the speed of light. Eq. 1 and all the following

equations are in cgs units unless otherwise specified. The SSS

sample has serious weak links at the grain bouncaries, which c-annot

support a _arge J. across them, although the J. inside each grain

is still very high.:; Accordingly, the effective thickness of the

SSS sample is almost as small as the thickness of the grains,

about 2 - 10 um, at T _ 77 K and M,:. = 11 kOe. This is why SSS

samples always show very small hysteresis loops. Con_'ersely, the

large hysteresis loops in Fig. 1 suggest that a large J. must flow

almost through the whole GA sample, even in the case of H _ c axis,

since its corresponditqg AM at H = 8 kOe is still almost 3 orders

larger than that of the SSS sample. Accordingly, the effective

thickness of the GA sample is almost as same as its real thickness,

at least for the cases of T <_ 77 k and H,_a:. < 11 kOe.

In order to understand better the anisotropic electromagnetic



features of our cube-shaped sample, we did some further studies on

the correlations between AM and H, Hm_x, the anisotropic critical

current densities and the effective thicknesses, based on Bean's

model and its extended form ( see the appendix ). The results are

shown as follows.

When Hm_x _ Hp_,

1 1 +

%x Hpy HpxHpy
__) (2)

when H;>: < Hmax < 2H. I HI < 2Hp_, - Hmax
w,j 7 -- ,

AM- i (2  -Hpx- 1 1. # + 1 )(H_+H 2)+ 1 H._x._ 1 _ 2
7 spy 6 Hp_y (H._,. 3H _) >

(3)

when H;x < Hma:<< 2H:>., I HI > 2H:z - H_.:,:,

- z (Z.4_._H)(:t+ __ )+ I (% -.y)_> (4)

when 2H::. < Hm_x, I HI < H_>: -2H ....

AM- Hpx (] 1 H_× (5)



when 2H:>. < Hma×, IHI > Hmax -2H_>:,

AM- H=ax-H(l-i (H_x-m (--/-l+--l-l)+
4 Hpx

1

12 H;_J4;_,
(a_- H) _> ( 6 )

Here, we assume that the applied field is along the z axis, and Hp×

Hpy. Hp_ and H_ are the penetrating fields through the x axis and

the y axis, respectively, and they are expressed as,

H;.-/£J_dx (7)

(8)

where J' and J.,. are the critical current densities, and d, and dj

are the effective thicknesses alon9 the x axis and the y axis,

respectively.

In the case of Hma:._ _ H_, eq. 5 is suitable nearly for all

IHI < H_. If one converts the unit of J. into A/cm 2 , eq . 5 becomes

AM- J_dx (! 1 J_d.) (9)
20 _ x
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and this is the same as the expression first derived by Gyorgy at

al. -'_ except that they define d_ and d as the actual dimensions of

a single crystal. But when it is applied to polycrystalline samples

here, we regard them instead as effective thicknesses.

In the case of H I c axis, the induced supercurrent is

parallel to the ab plane, j x _ j^_ and d x = d In this case, based

on eq. 9 we have

AM- 3_Jcabd (10)

where j at is the critical current density parallel to ab plane, and

d is the dimension of the cubic sample. With d = 0.18 cm, AM = 78

0"emu/cm _: at H = 8 KOe and T = 77 K, we get j a: = 1.3 x 1 A/cm 2. This

is about twice as large as that of the pure single crystal sample."

In the case of H ± c axis, not only J._: but also J.: the

critical current density along the c axis, is involved. In this

case, eq. 9 can be properly rearranged as

AM JJ d 1 J_

20 3 jcab

(11)

Gyorgy et al. argued that when H±c the cr tical currents along the

ab plane may be different depending on the flux vortices' moving

direction with respect to the orientation of the twin boundaries.
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But meanwhile they, and later Swartzendruber at al.24, both found

that the influence of twin boundaries on the pinning force is

small, though measurable. If we further assume that the critical

current along the ab plane will not be influenced significantly by

the interlayer boundaries as these boundaries are parallel to the

ab plane in the GA sample, then we can use the same J "', as we

obtained above with H II c, to estimate jr. With &M = 7.6 emu/cm _ at

H = 8 KOe and T = 77 K, we have Jr: = 8.7 x 102 A/cm 2.

The anisotropy in the critical current density ( ACCD ),

a* Jr:'expressed as J." / is about 15 here for our GA cubic sample at

T = 77 K and H = 8 KOe. Dinger et al. have reported that for the

pure single crystal YBa2Cu30 x sample at T = 40 K and H = 8 KOe, the

ACCD is at least as high as 175, and it increases considerably at

higher temperature and fields. Based on this, it is clear that at

T z 77 K, and H = 8 KOe here, the ACCD of our GA sample is at least

one to two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the pure single

crystal, it appears that long-time part;al melt growth induces, it,

addition to grain alignment, the presence of more effective flu,.

pinning sites inside the sample. Because of these pinning sites,

riot only the J.'" value increases, but the j c value increases even

:m

more significantly comparing with the Jc'" and J.: values,

respectively, of the pure single crystal. The exact nature of

pinning sites introduced here and the mechanism of their pinnlng

activity are stil_ open questions. One of the possibilities may be

that as a result of long-time partial melting some part of the

liquid phase, as we have actually observed, separates and flows

I0



away. Consequently some fine pores and some fine grains of phases

with higher melting points, such as Y2BaCuO_, remain trapped inside

the sample with a fairly uniform distribution. Such pores or

second-phases may serve effectively as pinning sites.

3.2 Anisotropic a.c. susceptibility

In the case of the applied a.c. field, Ha:(t) : h. cos(_t), being

parallel to the c axis, the results of the a.c. susceptibility

measurement for the GA sample are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison

here, we show the results for the SSS sample in Fig. 3. For the GA

sample, when the 4_%' drops from 0 to -0.5, the temperature changes

0.23, 0.29, 0.42 _:, corresponding to h, values of 0.15, 0.70, 1.25

Oe, respectively. The shift in 4_ x' = 0.5 is about 0.17 k/Oe, while

for the SSS sample the temperature changes 0.9, 1.5, 2.9 K,

respectively, and the shift is about 1.8 K/Oe. For the SSS sample,

the 4_ x' drops n two ste_s, the one at higher _emperature

corresponding to the intragrain transition, while the other one

corresponding to the intergrain weak links. !0";_ The later one

rapidly shifts to even lower temperature with slight increase in

h_. However for the GA sample, _' only has one step of rapid drop

and it appears much less sensitive to the applied fields, i.e. no

weak link behavior is observed in this case. This can be confirmed

more directly from the measurement resu!:s of the 4_X" Fig.3 ( B

) shows that for 4_X" of the SSS sample, its higher temperature (

HT ) peak appears right below T., and is very small, fo'lowed by a
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very large lower temperature ( LT ) peak. The LT peak shifts to

even lower temperature and becomes even broader very rapidly with

slight increase in ha . It is the very typical feature of the weak

links. But for the GA sample, 4_X" in Fig. 2 ( B ) shows no sign of

the existence of any LT peak. Besides, its HT peak is about one to

two orders of magnitude higher than the corresponding one of the

SSS sample. The disappearance of the LT peak further confirms the

disappearance of the intralayer weak links in the GA sample, as in

the case of Ha; I c no induced interlayer currents are involved.

The large change in the HT peak must be caused mainly by the change

in the effective thickness of the samples. The following

considerations may help us to understand it better.

Since the a.c. suscept:bility is measured at low frequency ( 45

+
Hz here ), the dissipation of energy is mainly due to the

hysteresis qoss. Following the approach described in Ref. 15, the

average magnetization M(t) is given by

r'.
(12)

and if one neglects the terms with n > 1 in this Fourier ezpansion,

then 4_ X can be expressed as ....

hS J
(13)
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From eqs. 2 - 6, we get

-M) dH- 1 3 1 + 1 ho )
, h c _< H;.,,%,

(14)

and

3%

(15)

J. is a function of the temperature and may be usually expressed by

Jc(T)- (I-T/Tc) "Jc(O) (16)

where n is Dositive. Accordingly,

J#d= ch
4_X n- ch° (I+ - 1

3_2Jfdx Jfdy 2_Jfdy ,
T _< T*

(17)
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and

4=X 11-4JcYdx(l 4_JcYdx JYdx (i 2_JcZdx)>

ch o 3ch o 3J_dy cho

T* < T < T.

(18)

where T* is the critical temperature, below which no magnetic flux

can reach the center of the sample.

When H_: I c axis, both J._: and j x may be replaced by J._, then

from eqs. 17 - 18 we can see that when the temperature decreases

4_X" increases mainly with J}_de if the temperature is between T'

and T., and 4_X" drops mainly with 1/J._tde if it is below T'.

Assuming the intralayer j^_b of the GA sample and the intragrain j a:

of the SSS sample to be approximately the same, it can accordingly

be expected that when the effective thickness d= of a sample is

larger, its HT peal should De sharper and higher. Because the SSS

sample has serious intergrain weak links, its d. right below T_

should not be much larger than the average thickness of its grains,

and this is why its HT peak is much smaller and flatter compared

with the HT peak of the GA sample. The latter shows no intralayer

weak links and its d_ should almost be the same as its actual

thickness

In the case of H_: ± c axis, 4_%', as shown in Fig. 4 ( A ),

14



drops from 0 to -0.55 almost as fast as it does when Ha; I c, but

below -0.55 the drop is apparently slower. The reason for this may

be either that the c axis component of the intralayer pinning

forces does not increase as fast as the ab-plane component does

with decreasing temperature, or that there are still some residues

of interlayer weak links. The measurements of 4RX" further confirm

the existence of the residual interlayer weak links. Fig. 4 ( B )

shows that in this case 4RX" not only has a HT peak, which is

almost the same as in the case of Ha: I c except for being slightly

smaller, but also has a residue of the LT peak. Since in this case

the magnetic flux is parallel to the layer-layer boundaries, the

appearance of the residual LT peak suggests that some portion of

the these boundaries are still relatively "weak". However, since

the LP peak is only as high as about I/3 of the HT peak in this

case, while for the SSS sample the LT peak is about one to two

orders higher than the HT peak, it is clear that the proportion of

"weak" boundaries is very small for the GA sample. From eqs. 17, 18

and the similarity between the HT peaks in the cases of H_: z c and

Hac | c, it seems that the layer-layer boundaries have, to a large

extent, become fairly "strong" so as to support the induced current

to cycle across them right below T.. In other words, since these

fairly "strong" boundaries connect the layers together, the

effective thickness even in the c-axis direction is still almost

the same as the actual thickness of the GA sample in the direction

of interest. And the proportion of the "weak" boundaries is not

snly small, but they are also isolated inside the sample. This is
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quite different from the situation in the case of the SSS sample,

in which most of the grains are isolated by the weak links.

5. CONCLUSION

As a result of the long-time partial melt growth processing, a

pre-sintered YBa;Cu;O_ bulk sample becomes grain-aligned within

domains with typical dimensions of 3x3x4 mm_. At the same time some

more effective pinning sites appear in such samples. Because of the

presence of these pinning sites not only the critical current

density perpendicular to the c axis is improved, but also the one

parallel to the c axis. The improvement in the latter case is even

more significant relative to values obtained with pure single-

crystal YBa. Cu.O . For the grain-aligned sample studied here there

are still some residues of interlayer weak ]inks, but these weak

links are isolated and they constitute a far less serious problem

than that in, the case cf the sintered sample.

The measurement of the anisotropy in a. c. susceptibility,

especially qts imaginary part, as a functior of temperature and

applied fie_d is likely to be very helpful lr, investigating the

degree with which the grains are aligneJ and the relative

significance cf the residual ir, terlayer weak t-nks in Brain-aligned

bulk superconductors.
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Appendix

For a sample with a rectangular cross section d x x d and
•

infinitely long in z direction, following the same approximation as

used in Ref.20 that the induced supercurrents flow along

rectangular loops when the applied field is parallel to the z axis,

one can find that the distribution of magnetic flux density B(x,y)

in the case of H_a:, S H:). and H changes from Hmax to -H.z, is, as

where,

illustrated in Fig. A1 ,

in S. ( 0 < x < x. (J.'_/J.X)x < y < d/2 )! _ I _ ,

B = H + (4_J. v/c)x ;

in S_ ( >:. < x < x_, (J._/J.×)x < y _< d /2 ),

B = Hm_>:- (4_J;Y/c)x ;

in S3 ( x: _< x < d,./2, Y2 < y -< d}./2 ),

B = 0 ;

in S, ( (J _'/J-_)y < × < d_/2 y. < y < y_ )

B = HT._,- (4TtJ;t/c)y ;

in S 5 ( (J_>:/J:})y < x < d /2, 0 < y < Yl ),

B = H + (4EJ_:/c)y ,

x I : ( H_.. - H )/(8"r[Jr.:'_/c) ,

>; = H,r=:,:/(4]'[J.)/c ) ,

(A1)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(AS)

(_,6)

(A7)
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y! : ( H_ax - H )/(8_j_X/c),. , (A8)

Y2 : Hr_//(4f[J.X/C)_ (A9)

The corresponding magnetization is

M+ = ( B- H )/(4T[)

= ( 4/(d:,:d 7)*_ I B ds - a )/(4ft) (AIO)

When H changes from -H_a x to Hmax, because of the symmetry of M-H

loops, the corresponding magnetization is

- _FI_M (H) = (-H)

Then, AM = M" - M- ,

(A12)

(A13)

which leads to Eq.2. Similarly one can also get Eqs.3-6 related to

the cases of H:, < Hm_>: S 2Hpx and 2H_>: < Hma,,.
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Captions

Fig.1. Nagne=ization hysteresis loops at 77 K for the grain-aligned

sample with the c axis oriented ( a ) parallel to the applied field

and ( b ) perpendicular to the applied field.

Fig.2. ( A ) Real part and ( B ) Imaginary part of the a.c.

susceptibility as a function of temperature fcr the grain-aligned

sample with various a.c. magnetic fields applied parallel to the c

axis.

Fig.3. ( A ) Real part and ( B ) Imaginary part of the a.c.

susceptibility as a function of temperature for the sintered sample

with various applied a.c. magnetic fields.

Fig.4. ( A _ Real part and ( B ) Imaginary part of the a.c.

susceptibili:y as a function of temperature for the grain-aligned

sample with ,arious a.c. magnetic fields applied perpendicular to

the c axis.

F_g.A!. Dis:ribution of B(x,y) ( H_a_ < H:> ).
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